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Details of Visit:

Author: Wonder-Tongue
Location 2: Holborn, London
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 26/07/07 18.00
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.lady-chelsea.co.uk

The Premises:

Comfortable 4* hotel in Holborn, London. This is a safe and respectable area.

The Lady:

Attractive and sexy with lovely, long straight hair and large, natural breasts.

The Story:

Chelsea was on down in London on a short Tour.
Nice chat to begin with followed by some very sensual and extensive foreplay. Chelsea offers
expert services with lots of soft whispers. She responded well to my careful tongue techniques
displaying hard nipples and soon reached an orgasmic climax with plenty of juices flowing. It was
agreed that my Wonder-Tongue nickname remains appropriate. Chelsea's oral technique also
proved special and my manhood responded by standing to rock-hard attention. My favourite
position is the good old 'mish' and we settled down to a low-lying, leisurely, comfortable and
embracing ride. This proved to be a long-running session of great pleasure as nothing faded during
this stimulating action. I increased the thrusting pace as necessary, encouraged by Chelsea's grip
on my buttocks. We did start to feel a little warm due to the close proximity of our heads as the
proceedings lasted a good number of untimed minutes. I shall never forget reaching a tremendous
climax and finding that I'd fired an explosive, full sackload of spunk into the condom. I certinly
needed to lay back and rest from such a satisfying experience and fine workout. Chelsea seemed to
agree that I'd provided satisfactory and full FPM (Fanny Pleasure Management) skills. This was
due, in no small part, to her own mature experience, enthusiasm and expert-teese. Alas, the time
had passed all too quickly as I considered providing a cunnilingus encore.
I believe that two adults can pay no greater compliment to each other; and, show no greater respect
for each other, than to consent to, and exchange, intimate, gentle, affectionate body language. It
was certainly an honour and a privelege for me to have met, and enjoyed, such a special and
desirable lady from the North East of England.
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